
 

 
 
 

 
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! 

 
Radon is a radioactive gas that seeps into homes from the earth.  Radon is now recognized around the 
world as the leading cause of lung cancer in non-smokers. 
 

WPB Enterprises, Inc. is the OLDEST and most EXPERIENCED  radon mitigation company in 

Pennsylvania.  WPB GUARANTEES to bring your radon levels to below the PA Dept. of 
Environmental Protection’s action level of 4 pCi/l. 
 
Bill Brodhead, founder of the company in 1983 has installed over 8000 systems in Pennsylvania, safely 
mitigating homes with radon levels as high as 3000 pCi/L.  WPB has been certified by PA DEP since 1989 
(cert #0584).  Bill’s PA DEP Certification # is 0736.  
 
WPB does not sub-contract the radon installation.  The PA State law requires that a certified individual 
must visit your house to design the radon system before it is installed.  All WPB jobs are installed by Bill 
Brodhead or by his assistant, Mark Dilts, (PA DEP Cert # 2159) who has been installing systems for WPB 

for over 13 years.  WPB is FULLY INSURED  and has a HIC license #PA010145 through the PA 
Attorney General’s office.  All companies must display their HIC License as proof of insurance.  

 
The US government has sent Bill to Alaska, Guam, Korea, 
and Okinawa, to study and install radon systems in housing 
on US bases for the Navy, Air Force and Marines. 

Bill has also developed and presents radon workshops 
supported by US EPA and sponsored by Rutgers Regional 
Radon Training Center in New Jersey and throughout most 
of Pennsylvania.  Bill has PUBLISHED  over a dozen 
research papers for the Annual Radon Symposium.  

 

 
Visit WPB web site at www.wpb-radon.com or google “Bill radon”  

to see Job photos, information on all aspects of radon  
or review over 250 customer comments 

 
Phone Number 610-346-8004 

      

www.wpb-radon.com 

To see how many homes have elevated 
radon in your Zip Code, 

pictures of radon systems or 
 recent Customer Comments visit: 

WPB Enterprises, Inc. 


